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tips for
teachers

music culture assimilatorsassimilatory
stella and tatsurohTatsuroh yamazaki hosei university tokyo

year after year our japanese university conversation students ask for two things

popular musicmusic and culture which often means whats happening in america today

the problems of working these things into prepared lessons and deriving something

educational from them can deter many teachers from responding to such requests

however by adapting an established technique referred to as culture assimilatorsassimilatory we

have come up with an activity which satisfies our desire to teach substance as well as

our students desire to learn about music and culture

in the traditional culture assimilator a cross cultural interaction for example between

an american and a representative of the target culture is described in which the american
is puzzled or upset students read and then select one of four plausible explanations for the

target culture behavior after selecting an option students turn to a page explaining why

one choice is clearly a better explanation than the others students enenjoyoy testing their

understanding of the foreign culture and their interest is piqued through the quiz

in our adaptation music culture assimilatorsassimilatory we begin by presenting a contempo-
rary popular song we briefly introduce the song on the board mentioning title record-
ing artist and topic or inherent message of the song an example follows

everybody hurts

R E M won a 1994 grammygramby awardforaward forpor this song

they say that all of us have problems and that

we shouldjeelshould jielfeeljeel sorryforsorry jorfor others in trouble

students are provided with a copy of the song lyrics and the japanese translation to

save the need for lengthy explanations in japan we have collected many lyrics plus

translations from issuesissues of the japan student times and asahi weekly western CDs
sold inin japan also include lyrics and translations
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we next play the song usually on video this allows students to observe the

singers face and body language and for students less interested inin language or a partic-

ular song to receive information through the visual presentation

after viewing the video students are asked to answer a question related to the topic

or theme of the song an example follows for everybody hurts

when a westerner tells you his bad news my mother died my

child is sick 1 I lost myjobmyjoemy job etc you should circle the best answer

a laugh loudly

b say nothing

c say you are sorry if you feel truly sorry for him

d always say you are sorry even if you don t feelteel sorry

the best choice and an explanation follow on the lower half of the paper which has

been folded up and taped or stapled shut once the majority of students have respond-

ed to the question we call on a student for the answer from experience weve found

it best to call on a student with the correct answer if no one inin class has the correct

answer we simply move to the next step which is to open the bottom half of the paper

and discover the correct answer we read the explanation as students follow along A

sample for everybody hurts is given below

the best answer is d always say you are sorry

when westerners tell you their sad news they expect you to say

im sorry or 11II m sorry to hear that this is the way other
westerners always answer westerners believe that trouble happens to

everyone and that it is usually not our fault we should feel sorry for
other people because we all have the same problems also most

westerners come from christian families christians believe that peo-
ple are all brothers before god and should all care about each other

thus it has become a affixedfixedafixed custom to say you are sorry even if you dont
particularly like the other person or are not truly sorry

if you hear another person s bad news and say nothing you are

cuitequite impolite westerners think you only care about yourself if you

laugh when someone tells you bad news you are a veaveryverr rude person it

looks like you are enjoying the pain or sadness of anotherpersonanother person many

easterners will get angry if you laugh in this situation when speaking

with westerners the japanese would do well to show sincere sympathy
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when confronted with a sad or troubling story americans will con-

sciouslyscious ly or unconsciously expect that sort of reaction smiling or

laughing will only add to their distress rozman & kato 1998

we have found it helpful to include documentation particularly for statistics or con-

clusionsclusions that students may challenge such documentation gives me the opportunity to

mention the titles of good textbooks on culture we have also from time to time used

such music culture assimilatorsassimilatory as attention getters in otherwise dry writing classes on

documentation when we find relevant news articles on our topics we include copies
at the ends of the assimilatorsassimilatory for students further reading outside of class

we usually present these assimilatorsassimilatory at the beginning of class this rewards punc-

tual students and provides enough time for tardy students to arrive before we begin the

body of the lesson whenever possible we choose a song reflecting the theme of the

days lesson we used everybody hurts in a class on expressing sympathy in con-

versations

some teachers may contend that most popular musicmusic isis transitory and lacks sub-

stance but musicmusic is an expression of the deepest values of a culture good songs

expressing substantive values endure and inin any given year a number of these songs are

produced while we do not follow popular music as avidly as we did inin our teens we

are able to collect good songs which usually appear inin the top ten by taping the musicmusic
specials of popular singers and the grammygramby and academy award ceremoniesceremonies which

highlight the best of popular music for the year MTVs top twenty programs are also a

good source

other songs which we have found productive for introducing western culture and

american social trends are listed inin the appendix along with their class themes and quiz
and questions we are always on the lookout for new songs

statistical data inin these assimilatorsassimilatory must be updated penodicallyperiodicallypen odically other than that

once we have put together such an activity we are able to use it for years with minimal

preparation but very gratifying results music soothes the savage beast there isis some-

thing calming about starting a class with music and with an activity that students have

specifically requested on their midterm and end of term evaluations students say

these musicmusicmuric segments were their favorite part of class and they suggest that we use more

of them even weakly motivated students have confessed to becoming somewhat inter

ested in english through the music overallOveiaovelall we have found musicmusic culture assimilatorsassimilatory

to be an informative and consistently well received class activity
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appendix A

song artist theme quiz question

1 1I1 believe I1 R kelly confidence in the late 1990s the US government
can fly building is trying a new way to help blacks

first class and minorities it is helping them by

giving them more circle the best

answer

a jobs
b education

c self confidence

d money

2 anytime mariah friendship during their lifetime americans will keep
you need carey a small group of friends and those

a friend friends wont change
b small groups of friends from elemen-

tary school secondary schooluniver
sity and their company

c very few long friendships but many

short ones of one or two years
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appendix A continued

song artist theme quiz question

3 he thinks mary family today americans have

hell keep chapin a the highest divorce rate in the world

her carpenter b the highest divorce rate inin US history
c about 4.34343 divorces for every 1000

people

4 luka suzanne the body in america there are many children like
vega luka they are badly abused and often

even killed who abuses these children

most often

a their real mother or father

b a foster parent or boyfriend of their

mother

c a total stranger

5 drive my beatles driving different states in america have different
car the recording laws about driving but what is the

video artists youngest age that a person can legally

promotes against drive in america a 12 b 14 c 16

use of a drunk d 18

designated drivers
driver

6 1 I1 swear george function the number of unmarried teenage

michael making mothers is very high inin america which
mont promises statement isis true today

gomery a more teenage girls get pregnant in

america today than ever before
b america canada and australia have

about the same percent of teenage
mothers

c in america over 23 of new teenage

mothers are not married
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AppendappendixLr A continued

song artist theme quiz question

7 sealed jason summer why are summer vacations from school

with a donovan vacation an especially sad time for sweethearts in

kiss plans america
a american summer vacations from

school are long

b american summer vacations are a

time when most students travel for

pleasure to far off places

8 champagne oasis drugs american newspapers reported that
super and teen from 1998 to 1999 teenagers used
nova problems marijuana as compared with 1977

a much more b much less

c about the same amount of

9 star whitney sports in the videotape you see the crowd

spangled houston cheering and shouting with excitement

banner why do you think they are doing this

the video a americans always act this way they
was filmed are very patriotic

at the super b americans dont usually act this way

bowl but they often do during time of war

during the c americans love the singer whitney
gulf war houston that is the only reason they

are cheering

10 runaway soul crime this video estimates that I11 million

train asylum children have gone missing in america
the video what is the biggest reason for this

promotes a they are stolen by one of their

awareness divorced parents
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appendix A continued

song artist theme quizquiz question

of the b they run away to escape abuse

problem of c they are stolen and often killed by

missing strangers

children

11 another phil your home in the song a man meets a homeless

day in collins or woman but wont help her in fact he

paradise apartment pretends that he doesnt see her why
the video do you think he acts this way

promotes a americans feel no need to help

awareness strangers

of the b americans feel they should help the

problem of homeless but there are too many poor

homelessness people to help so all they can do is

ignore them

c in america it is shameful to help

poor and homeless people because

they are dirty and lazy

12 streets of bruce health in america AIDS has increased greatly
philadel spring in the last ten years among

phia teen a ordinary men and women

b homosexuals

c drug users

d all groups

13 the war boy war who is hurt most by war
song george a so liders

the video b average men and woman

emphasizes c children

the vulner-

ability of
children

during war
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appendix A continued

song artist theme quiz question

14 papa dont madonna function the number of teenage pregnancies in

preach giving america from 1991 to 1997

advice a went up a little

b went down a lot

c remained the same

15 will you paula dating or in america when a man and woman are

marry me abdul marriage ready for marriage

a the man usually asks the woman to

marry him

b the woman usually asks the man to

marry her

c about half the time the man asks and

half the time the woman asks

A surprising number of students chose

the wrong answer


